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The arbitrator’s decision for
my grievance on the 747
C-checks being sent to

Korea was received on July 18,
2007. The grievance was denied;
AMFA had lost. Here is a brief
explanation of what happened:

This was a dispute over the
interpretation of the Collective
Bargaining Agreement. When
the words in the agreement are
susceptible to conflicting
interpretations, bargaining
history and past practice are used
to ascertain the mutual intent of
the parties.

Article II F of the contract
reads: “The Company shall not
perform any regularly scheduled
heavy maintenance, with the ex-
ception of only B777 and B747
fleets, in a non U.S. location with-
out the Union’s approval.”
(Underlined language was added
in 2005 bargaining)

AMFA argued that C-Checks
are part of Heavy Maintenance,
thereby preventing the company

from outsourcing to a foreign
country without union approval.
This was the intention of the
language of Article II F in the
1994 negotiations. In the 2003
negotiations, no changes were
made to the language nor were
there any proposals to do so,
thereby establishing that the
intention remained the same.
The existence of Letter 94-12M
supports this position.

I filed this grievance in
February 2005. In April and May
of that year AMFA was in conces-
sionary bargaining with the
company. During the course of
this bargaining, the parties dis-
cussed outsourcing at length and
AMFA submitted four (4) sepa-
rate proposals to include C-
Checks in the language of the
prohibition on outsourcing heavy
maintenance abroad in Article II
F. The company rejected all four
of these proposals.

The fact is that because AMFA
presented these proposals in bar-
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C-Checks in Korea Grievance
What Happened and How AMFA Lost

UAL Mechanics for Teamsters is the official
newsletter of the Committee for Change, which
was formed in 2005 by your fellow mechanics.
The Committee for Change has dedicated itself to
bringing the strong representation of the
International Brotherhood of Teamsters to United
Airlines. The Teamsters’ resources,
professionalism and strong negotiating history
provide us with the hope of a rewarding and sta-
ble career at United Airlines. We have been
joined by the majority of our fellow mechanics in
our efforts to secure our future, and together we
are on track to making this a reality.

Thank you for your support!

Committee for Change

SeeKorea on page 3

A Post-Labor Day Message
from the Teamsters

Airline Division

SeeUnited on page 2

The 800 pound gorilla. The ability to defend United
Airlines maintenance work from outsourcing is the most
important issue facing employees. This control depends
on your collective bargaining agreement (CBA). The
current CBA allows:

• Sale/leaseback for financing reasons;
• Joint ventures for necessary

capital improvements;
• Sale/transfer as part of a UAL sale or

substantial asset sale; or
• Sale when the facility constitutes

unused capacity.

By: Paul Molenberg,
UAL Mechanic, San Francisco

The Truth About 
the Teamsters at 
United Airlines 

Outsourcing under the Teamsters has gone on 
unchecked for 3 years by the Teamsters who have 
failed to enforce mandatory annual SCOPE audit 
language.

Teamsters appointed business agent Paul Molenburg 
and the Teamsters have failed over the last 3 years of 
representation to complete the SFO C-Check Arbitration
since taking over representation in 2008.

Arbitrations under Teamsters representation have 
reduced from 24 hearing dates a year with mechanic
representation to nearly zero with the 800 lb monkey
the IBT claimed to be during the 2008 UAL Campaign
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Each option allowing contractual change represents increased
risk forff you and further opportunity for possible management ad-
venturism. Today,yy you are right in the middle of that increased risk.

The dysfuncticc onalaa relatiaa onship betweentt AMFA and Unitedii
Airlines management places you at a disadvantagegg when dealingaa
withii the 800 pound management gorilla.

Your Holy Grail.
The ability to fightgg outsourcing is your Holy Grail. Absent this
right, you are little more than an unrepresented “at will” employee
left to fend for yourself.ff

Whataa has AMFAFF said on bargaining? AMFA hasmade various
statements on this issue.

(O.V.OO Dell-FemFF ine letter dated 8-30-07)7 “…it is critical to en-
force and acknowledgegg the terms of the existing bargaining agreement
with UAL to the fullestee extent possible.”

(MalikMM MiahMM lettertt dated 8-30-07)77 “The fact that we have two
more years in our current collectivtt e bargar ining agreement (CBA) before
it is amendable puts us in the strongtt estgg positiontt to negotiatee and secure
the best futurff err deal – whatever that may be.”

“ If…..II we were in Section 6 negotiationstt ,s we could face a NorthwesNN t
Airlines typeyy confrontation – something wemust also prepare to face.”

“Unless UAL goesee back into bankruptcy,cc the Union is in a rela-
tivelyll good positiontt because our CBABB is not amendable until December
31, 2009. But to simply say “N“ o”NN to anyn trtt ansactionrr for that reason is
not necessarily a wise tactic.”cc

What did AMFAFF mean bybb what it said? AMFAFF said several things:
(1) Do not worww ry because the AMFA CBA does not open

until 12-31-09. AMFA furtheff r saysyy that the CBA has some
restrictions on outsourcing, but management could look
for loopholes or seek bankruptcycc to get around them.

(2) AMFA suggests since the amendable date on the CBA
prevents management from demanding that AMFA
bargain, it puts AMFA in a strong position to bargain
(Go fiff gure!).

(3) AMFA contends that the CBA’s amendable date prevents a
Northwehh st scenario, but youyy should prepare for it anyway
just in case.

(4) AMFA then states that it may not be wise to
avoid negotiations.

Say What? What does this AMFA doublespeak mean? In a nut-
shell, AMFA doesn’t know what it should do. On the one hand it is
suggesting to you that the CBA has holes in it – something weww al-
ready told you. On the other hand, AMFA admits that the CBA
amendable date prevents it frff om foff rcing bargaining with manage-
ment in order to try and strengthen your scope and close the very
loopholes it is afrff aid to tell you about.

AMFA’s underlying message, then, is watch out for youryy
jobs because we don’t know whww at to do and here comes that 800
pound gorilla.

Whataa shoulu d YOU do?

Identifyff your real Holyll Grail and that is job protection through
negotiations over scope language.

Join Your Committee foff r Change and trade yoyy ur AMFAFF Edsel
in for a 21st century Teamsters model that has experience,xx resources
and poweww r.rr

y

Sincerely,ll

United continuii ed fromrr pagea 1

“I love my job and
the people I work
with. I believe in
unions and I want a
real union—one that
can bargain great
contract language,
which has political
power and support
from other members
when needed—
a professional and

respected union. This is why
I want the Teamsters.”

—Mark Natzke, UAL mechanic, Los Angeles

The Truth About the Teamsters at UAL 
Mr Natzke below was lied to about the 

Teamsters Political Power, most IBT

Locals spend the majority of thier dues 

money on appointed union yes men who 

serve the The Teamsters first and the 

membership second.

LAX Teamsters Local 986 in 2009 spent 

$10 million on "Union Administration 

(Officers/Reps Salaries benefits)

$1.5 million more than they received in 

union dues and fees!!!! 

Local 986 in 2009 spent only $5 thousand 

dollars on Political Lobbying, most of that

money 80% went into the pockets of 

Teamster union employees. 

(source 2009 Local 986 OLMS government LM-2 report)

The Teamsters never opened the 

contract, like their Airline Division

Director claimed they would below.

The 800 lb gorilla never made it to UAL,

our membership is now represented by 

appointed IBT "chimps" who do what 

they are told.

The Teamsters and their appointed IBT

reps have no Experience, resources or

power.

(source April 2009 UAL mechanics in a poll conducted 

by the IBT told the Teamsters to open the contract the 

teamsters refused to listen to the mechanics )

Haveaa the Teamsters open Section 6 negotiations to close your
scope loopholes. The Teamsters can do this and AMFA cannot.

Achieve unity through the Teamsters so you can deal effectively
with the 800 pound gorilla. VOTEVV TEAMSTERS!!!!

Don Treichler
Director,rr Teamsters Airline Division
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gaining and failed, it undermined their
position in arbitration that the intent of
the contract language is C-Checks are al-
ready included in the prohibition on out-
sourcing Heavy Maintenance abroad.

In speaking withDon Treichler, Direc-
tor of the Teamsters Airline Division, he
had this to say about the ruling andAMFA’s
contract bargaining:

“A rule of thumb in arbitration: A
long standing precedent is that failing to
bargain a position successfully in negoti-
ations may compromise attempting to
enforce that position later in arbitration.
The argument is that had a restriction ex-
isted, in this case that the company could
not outsource the work, then there would
have been no need to propose contrac-
tual changes to restrict the very work that
AMFA now claimed was barred.

Arbitrator Horowitz ruled for
the company thereby permitting the
outsourcing practice to stand. His award
was predictable. AMFA compromised its
arbitration arguments by foolishly attempt-
ing to previously bargain something it
claimed to have already, i.e., a
limitation on the outsourcing. By
inappropriately following this course in
concessionary bargaining, AMFA under-
mined its minor dispute path thereby in-
juring its members and disadvantaging
itself in future negotiations. AMFA did this
in bankruptcy bargaining where even the
most naïve are aware that the court’s inter-
ests lie with shareholders and therefore it
has minimal interest in enforcing worker
rights under the Railway Labor Act (RLA).
As indicated previously, you get not what
you wish for, but rather what you

successfully bargain for. In this case with
AMFA, that amounts to a damaging loss
of contractual rights.”

This is a clear example of AMFA’s
lack of experience throughout their
organization. We cannot afford to put
our fate with them in future negotiations.
I hope everyone is getting a clear picture
of the urgent need to switch to a union
that has the experience, knowledge and
resources to bargain strong contract
language for us. The Committee for
Change is working hard to make this
switch a reality. It’s time to secure our
future with the Teamsters!

Korea continued from page 1

“We need to recover our
strength and morale within
the airline business. We need
to bring back solidarity and
to try and regain what we’ve
lost. The Teamsters have a
great history and many mem-
bers to back each other.”

—Richard Pugh, UAL me-
chanic, Chicago

On September 12, 2007, theDenver Post

published a great article about our

organizing efforts

(“Teamsters Court United Workers”).

You can view the full article at:

http://www.denverpost.com/popular/ci_6865972

Denver Post Reports on
UAL-Teamsters Organizing

Meeting Update:
Since the last issue of this newsletter hit the presses, the Committee for Change and UAL mechanics across the
country have continued to work together. Informational meetings and activities were held in Denver, Los Ange-
les, New York and Dulles, Virginia. The support was great, the turnout was exceptional and we got a lot of good
work done. Thanks to everyone who came out and showed their support and interest in this major drive to gain
Teamster representation. We’re that much closer now!

The Truth About the Teamsters at UAL 
Unfortunately for Richard Pugh and the mechanics at United Airlines the Teamsters 

could care less about membership solidarity.

The Teamsters union split the SFO mechanic membership in half to divide their dues money between two

Locals one in LAX Local 986 and one in SFO Local 856.

SFO UAL mechanics last name A through L are in SFO IBT Local 856

SFO UAL mechanics last name M through Z were "shanghaied" to LAX IBT Local 986 along with SEA,

HNL and PDX mechanics. These mechanics have no representation!

3 years ago....Teamster union bosses stated to UAL mechanics they would not organize ramp.

The Teamsters are now trying to organize the 1500 IAM represented Ramp/Stores members in SFO.

IBT reps Rich Petrovsky, Paul Molenburg, Dan Johnston, EAP Joe Schwerian and Harvey Wright

have been on the ramp promising these IAMAW members their own Local here in SFO!

THESE appointed union reps betray their own mechanics in SFO, who are divided into two separate

Teamsters locals! They are now promising one SFO Local to IAM Ramp and Stores members if they join the

Teamsters!!! Just ANOTHER Teamsters campaign lie to get them to sign an IBT card! 

(source April 15, 2008 e-mail from Kim Keller IBT International organizer to Rich Petrovsky UAL business agent)
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A Message from Chair of the Committee for Change, Rich Petrovsky
Dear UAL Mechanics,

We have witnessed on too many
occasions the failed model of this
craft-only association called the
AMFA. They lack the resources and
financing required to take on large
corporations and have repeatedly
failed the members they represent. The
debacle at Northwest Airlines has

become “an airline’s guide” for busting the AMFA.
At United the AMFA has had a dismal record for protecting

jobs. Consider this track record:
In concessionary bargaining AMFA found it easy to give

unrestricted rights to the company to outsource all Computer
Technician work; all Utility work; and all Fueling work (after
fighting to bring the fuelers into the classification.)

AMFA gave the company the right to outsource B777 and
B747 heavy maintenance checks to foreign OSV’s as part of the
greater concessionary package.

AMFA couldn’t stop the company from hiring contract
workers (blending) to perform our work in our work areas at
our line stations. This continues on to this day.

AMFA allowed outsourcing that has exceeded more than
10% over the contractual limits for years.

AMFA couldn’t stop the company from sending 747
c-checks to Korea in violation of the contract.

AMFA negotiated with the company to send our narrow
body maintenance to Canada. Fortunately, our membership
voted NO on that proposed Letter of Agreement.

AMFA negotiated with the company to hire mechanic
helpers to perform our work before exhausting the recall list.
Fortunately, the membership recalled the ACAC who was the
main proponent of this very bad idea. But the proposed LOA
still sits in the wings waiting to be pushed forward.

There has been NO increase in the number of mechanics at
UAL since the AMFA took charter. They are completely inca-
pable of guiding the company toward increasing our work in
the maintenance division.

We are now faced with a major threat to our job security as
UAL seeks a joint investment partner for the United Services
Division. As a response, Delle-Femine wrote in his Aug. 30th

letter: “the actual goal and specific plan UAL has for the future
remains unknown to AMFA”. He went on to say that they “are
using all their available resources” with the goal of devising a
plan to challenge the company… It’s now time to be very
concerned for our future as NWA was a clear example of
AMFA’s limited resources and poor planning! It is obvious that
the company does not regard the AMFA as a true part of the
process of maintenance planning and does not take them as a
serious threat.

What can we do to protect ourselves? Here are some
suggestions from our Committee for Change:

Hold AMFA accountable. They should know what
UAL’s plans for the future are; after all, they signed a
confidentiality agreement with the company that should
allow them full disclosure.

Insist that we stay informed of any discussions. The
confidentiality agreement should only restrict monetary values
and transactions figures.

Concurrently, seek representation that puts job protection
first and foremost. The International Brotherhood of Teamsters
will provide us the professional assistance, resources, expertise,
and dedication that will serve our needs.

If you haven’t already done so, send in your completed
Teamster card right away.

Help explain to your coworkers why they should send in
their cards as well.

Delle-Femine’s claim that “AMFA is about the focus,
strength and resolve of the membership” is a complete fallacy.
The AMFA has not been able to gain the support of its
membership because they are not able to provide support or
protection to the membership.

It is no overstatement when I say the time to change union
representation is right now. The International Brotherhood of
Teamsters is ready to take on United Airlines and bargain an
agreement that reflects our job security needs. It’s time to turn
the tide for aviation mechanics and regain the pride that will
come with being a Teamster!

Sincerely,

Rich Petrovsky

Please feel free to contact the Committee for Change Headquarters with any
information or questions you may have. Remember you can always visit our
web site at: www.teamstersatual.com

Phone: 1-866-775-0076 • Fax: 650-871-2784

Pass this newsletter on to a friend. Have them sign-up at
http://www.teamsterstakeaction.org/ualmechanics/join.tcl

Committee for Change
is Here for YOU!

The Truth About the Teamsters 

IBT Poor Representation and 
Empty Promises

5594 mechanics April 2008
3 years of Teamsters representation equals 

4729 mechanics December 2010

Nearly 1000 UAL Mechanics furloughed 
under Teamsters representation! 

Outsourcing Increased
Scope Language Ignored 
UAL Membership Divided 

Teamster Broken Promises 
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